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About Made By Dyslexia : Made By Dyslexia is a global 
charity led by successful dyslexic individuals. Our mission is 
to help the world properly understand, value and support 
dyslexia by developing campaigns and tools to explain 
dyslexic thinking. Our goal is to democratise support so 
every dyslexic is discovered and enabled to flourish.

www.madebydyslexia.org

The authors of this report recognise that those with dyslexia 
will have varying cognitive profiles. For the purpose of this 
report, dyslexic abilities have been recognised through a 
typical group of skills which a dyslexic individual is likely to 
be strong in.

Throughout this document dyslexia is referred to 
independently and as part of a sub-group:

Neurodiversity (Cognitive -diversity), Neuro -typical and 
Neuro -divergent.

Neurodiversity considers those that are both neuro -typical 
and neuro-divergent . Those who are neuro-divergent are 
considered to have different neurocognitive functioning 
from a typical (neuro-typical) cognitive profile 1.

http://www.madebydyslexia/org
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The world of work is changing. The often talked about 'skills 
gap' shows a need for creative, different thinkers to make 
©z¤©z ¥{ ª}z ¨v¦~y x}v¤|z v¤y ª}z y~©¨«¦ª~¥¤ zĊ¨z {vx~¤| ~¤ 
the world today . Dyslexic individuals have a range of natural 
©ª¨z¤|ª}© ª}vª £v¡z ª}z£ ĉ}v¨y ~¨zyĊ ª¥ ©ªz¦ ¨~|}ª ~¤ v¤y 
fill this gap.

If we are to prepare dyslexic individuals for this changing 
world and enable them to flourish, we must ensure that 
educators are enabled and empowered to support them 
adequately.

As this report finds, in education a limited knowledge of 
dyslexic abilities and traditional approaches to exams can 
influence dyslexic individuals from reaching their full 
potential. This, coupled with a focus on dyslexic challenges, 
means that valuable dyslexic strengths are often missed .

There needs to be a refocusing, now more than ever, of how 
dyslexic ability is viewed in the context of the changing 
world of work: schools must recognise dyslexia as a valuable 
way of thinking; understand the importance of discovering 
dyslexic challenges and strengths; and provide support 
which enables dyslexic individuals to reach their full 
potential .

We hope this report will be the tipping point that enables the 
world to see the value of dyslexia and highlights why 
dyslexia should be a priority in schools. As this report 
shows, the working world can benefit from dyslexic minds.

Kate Griggs
Founder and CEO
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When asked, most people have heard of dyslexia and 
associate it with an inability to spell and read. In fact, 
dyslexia has a range of common challenges and strengths. 
These strengths are often ignored entirely and left 
unrecognised.

In this report, we analyse how dyslexic strengths match 
closely to the pressing skill requirements of the changing 
world and have provided recommendations to nurture and 
grow these abilities. Our findings show the huge benefits to 
be had from taking action to maximise dyslexic strengths. 
With this in mind, we trust our work will help in seeing the 
value of proactively educating, recruiting, developing and 
retaining those with dyslexia .

For our team this experience has opened our minds to the 
opportunity that dyslexia brings Ćsomething that as 
dyslexic individuals, we found to be very personal. 

We wish to thank all those who contributed at EY, EY Seren
and externally, who brought the strengths and challenges of 
dyslexia to life. This report was entirely a team effort and 
working with Richard Sedley, LK Coleman, Adam McNally, 
Mary Buxton, Jason Buck, Anna Nagele, Hannah Pitts and 
Janki Lalji has been a thoroughly rewarding experience. 
That said, a special mention must go to Ben Cooke for 
driving the project, showing the dyslexic traits of creativity 
and determination in abundance .

Richard Addison
Dyslexia Network Partner Sponsor
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